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Before you begin to load your drum you should first make sure that 
the follower with a zero on it is the top one. 

 
 

If it is not you have to individually turn the drum springs and 
arrange it so the correct follower is on top. It is helpful to use a key 

in combination with the winder as shown. 



 

 

 
Turn the key counter clockwise and the winder clockwise to arrange the followers. 

 
You are now ready to load the drum. Insert the winder as shown. 

 
You may have to rotate the knobs till the crank cams fall into place. Notice 

they only turn in one direction. 
 

I find it comfortable to hold the drum and winder as shown. 

 
Applying pressure with your thumb you can now start inserting ammunition. 
When you reach the bottom of the stroke  flip your thumb under the pad  and 
push up the ratchet mechanism to reset and start installing more ammunition. 
Repeat till full. 

 
A few notes about loading. The winder is designed to do 2-4 bullets per 



 

 

stroke. Any more than that could cause the followers to move enough to 
allow the bullet to shift sideways and fall out of its track causing a jamb. 
 
When loading you should only push far enough on the winder to put in one 
or two bullets and then continue pushing to end of the stroke to fit more. 
 
If you do get a jamb you will find it useful to use a key along with the 
winder to clear the jamb. 

 
UNLOADING 

I would not recommend leaving the drum loaded for long periods of time as 
this might lead to spring fatigue.  
To unload you can install on the gun and pull trigger till unloaded, or using 
my unloaded you simply slide it back and forth till unloaded. 

 
 

Any questions contact me at Laminatrap@aol.com 
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